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1.

Background to the scheme

The Council has in place an ambitious and transformative regeneration programme for the town
of Letterkenny entitled “Letterkenny 2040”. The programme is designed to achieve the
Council’s goals as a regional growth centre in line with its identified role in the National Planning
Framework (“the NPF”), the Regional Spatial Economic Strategy (the “RSES”) and in the cross
border context of the North West City Region.
The programme is being progressed under the Urban Regeneration and Development Fund
(“URDF”), which supports compact growth and sustainable development of Ireland’s five cities
and other large urban centres under Project Ireland 2040.
The overarching vision of the programme is to deliver a vibrant, liveable and fully functional
regional centre with a flourishing population that has a strong economy, employment and
housing choice, healthy and restorative environments, community and social amenities, high
quality of life and positive public and civic spaces.
The programme is multi-faceted and a phased approach to delivery thereof is planned.
In 2019 the Council was successful in securing URDF funding support for the first three strands
of the programme which were (i) the preparation of a regeneration strategy for Letterkenny
Town Centre, (ii) the acquisition of a key town centre regeneration site and (iii) delivery of
public realm works in the form of Phase 1 Linear Park infrastructure.
The first strand has progressed with the publication of a draft regeneration strategy for
Letterkenny Town Centre on the 11th November 2021. The second strand has been advanced by
the identification of a key regeneration site which site is part owned by the Council and an
active private sector interest with the balance to be acquired on foot of Compulsory Purchase
Order made by the Council dated the 2nd November 2021 and titled the “Donegal County
Council (Letterkenny 2040 Strategic Urban Regeneration Site) Compulsory Purchase Order
2021”. The Key Regeneration Site is shown on Appendix A and the CPO site within it is shown
on Appendix B.
In November 2020 The Paul Hogarth Company and sub-consultants (Hall Black Douglas
Architects, WS Atkins, AV Browne and Queens University of Belfast) were appointed as the
successful multi-disciplinary consultancy service to deliver the Regeneration Strategy for
Letterkenny Town Centre. As a part of this work Concept Design proposals to RIAI/RIBA Work
Stage 2 were to be prepared for, inter alia, the subject Strategic Urban Regeneration site and
this has now been completed in the form of a Concept Regeneration Masterplan Proposal
(Appendix C).
This Masterplan Proposal will now be taken forward in phases through the statutory consent
and Part 8 planning process by the in-house multi-disciplinary resources of the Regeneration &
Development Team. This report is now concerned with the First Phase development being
brought forward as a part of the planning process required under Part XI of the Planning &
Development Act, 2000 (as amended) and Part 8 of the Planning & Development Regulations,
2001 (as amended), further details of which are given hereunder.

Site Location:

Fig.1 Location of the Strategic Urban Regeneration Site
The Strategic Urban Regeneration site is located within the traditional town centre as designated in
the County Development Plan, 2018-2024 (as varied) and its location is identified in Fig.1 above and
Appendix A. The site has frontage onto both the Pearse Road and the Ramelton Road. The first
phase development site is located within the Key regeneration site and has an overall area of
approx. 1.113 hectares. The site is identified in Fig.2 below and presently includes:






Lands previously used by the ESB as a retail shop & offices and depot yard consisting of
brownfield land strategically located between, and with frontage onto, the Pearse Road
and Ramelton Road. The site is located within the core area of the Town Centre.
(0.66ha)
A Greenfield infill site located to the west of the ESB lands (0.43ha), and
2no. residential properties fronting onto the Ramelton Rd and adjoining the ESB lands
(0.023ha).

Fig.2
The First Phase (subject) Development
Site at Ramelton Rd and Pearse Rd,
Letterkenny

2.

Introduction
This Outline Waste Management Plan has been prepared to ensure that the management of all
construction and demolition waste arising from the project is undertaken in a systematic way and in
accordance with the governing legislation and industry standards including The Waste Management
Acts 1996-2011 and associated regulations and amendments, Protection of the environment Act
2003 as amended, Litter Pollution Act 1997 as amended and the Connacht-Ulster Region Waste
Management Plan 2015-2021.

3.

Project Description and Sequencing

3.1

Project Description
The proposed first phase development will consist of the following works:










Demolition of the former ESB retail & office premises and existing shed(s) to the rear of same
together with general site clearance and boundary treatment;
Construction of a new 7 storey Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Alpha) building providing
flexible accommodation solutions including Office and R&D facilities and having a floor area of
approx. 1,625sq.m (17,500sq.ft);
Construction of a new 8 storey Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Beta) building with flexible
accommodation solutions including Office and R&D facilities and having a floor area of approx.
4,000sq.m (43,000sq.ft);
Construction of an associated public realm and controlled access arrangements inclusive of: a
central civic space; pedestrian, cycle, accessibility and mobility infrastructure; landscaping; disabled
and age friendly courtesy parking and emergency/service vehicle entry and egress;
All associated ancillary works to include site drainage, connection to public water supply and other
services, landscaping, development related signage & public art, connection & discharge to the
public sewerage network.
All works shall be located at Pearse Rd and Ramelton Rd, Letterkenny within the townland of
Letterkenny in the Letterkenny & Milford Municipal District.

The ESB properties will be demolished in their entirety with subfloors and foundations also
removed, and the materials removed off site. All services will be disabled and made safe prior to any
works commencing, and the site boundary will be properly secured to ensure the safety of the
general public. The anticipated timeframe for the completion of demolition and associated works is
twenty weeks.
The following are the approximate demolition & construction property/floor areas:
-

Former ESB property A
Former ESB property B
Alpha Building
Beta Building
Overall Site Area

-

380 sqm
260 sqm
1,625 sq.m
4,000 sq.m
1.09 ha

A site layout plan for the first phase development is shown at Fig.3 below and at Appendix D.

3.2

Site Layout

Fig.3 – Site Layout Plan for First Phase Development of the Strategic Urban Regeneration Site

3.3

Construction and Demolition Sequencing
The table below shows the proposed sequencing of the works:
Construction and Demolition Activity Sequence

General Description

Set up site compound

Welfare and storage facilities

Secure site boundary

Hoarding and access/egress locations

Disconnection of services / vermin control

Shut off of ESB, water, gas etc

On-site waste storage/segregation areas

Skips for different demolition materials

Disconnection of services / vermin control

Shut off of ESB, water, gas etc

Inventory of Hazardous Wastes

Asbestos

Removal of Asbestos/hazardous materials

Application of H&S Procedures

Removal of abandoned furniture / equipment

Furniture / white goods

Removal of fixtures

Fitted presses etc

Removal of timber

Removal of floors, trusses, rafters

Demolition of structure shell

Manual or mechanical demolition

3.4

Source segregation of material fractions

Separation into designated fractions

Transport of material from site to treatment facility

C&D Waste recycling facility

Transport of material from site to controlled disposal
sites

Non hazardous landfill site

Site preparation / restoration

Hardstanding, landscaping

Anticipated Wastes and Classification
The LoW (or the European Waste Code) provides a harmonised list for coding all waste. Below is
a table outlining the expected wastes to be produced by the proposed demolition works. This is
an indicative non-exhaustive list with full details being provided in the Detailed Waste
Management Plan prior to works commencing, and following completion of the further
investigations required.
17

CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION WASTES (INCLUDING EXCAVATED SOIL FROM
CONTAMINATED SITES)

17 01

concrete, bricks, tiles and ceramics

17 01

concrete

17 01 02

bricks

17 01 03

tiles and ceramics

17 01 06

mixtures of, or separate fractions of concrete, bricks, tiles and ceramics containing
hazardous substances

17 01 07

mixtures of concrete, bricks, tiles and ceramics other than those mentioned in 17 01 06

1702

wood, glass and plastic

17 02 01

wood

17 02 02

glass

17 02 03

plastic

17 02 04*

glass, plastic and wood containing or contaminated with hazardous substances

17 03

bituminous mixtures, coal tar and tarred products

17 03 01*

bituminous mixtures containing coal tar

17 03 02

bituminous mixtures other than those mentioned in 17 03 01

17 03 03*

coal tar and tarred products

17 04

metals (including their alloys)

17 04 01

copper, bronze, brass

17 04 02

aluminium

17 04 03

lead

17 04 04

zinc

17 04 05

iron and steel

17 04 06

tin

17 04 07

mixed metals

17 04 11

cables other than those mentioned in 17 04 10

17 05

soil (including excavated soil from contaminated sites), stones and dredging spoil

17 05 03*

soil and stones containing hazardous substances

17 05 04

soil and stones other than those mentioned in 17 05 03

17 06

insulation materials and asbestos-containing construction materials

17 06 01*

insulation materials containing asbestos

17 06 03*

other insulation materials consisting of or containing hazardous substances

17 06 04

insulation materials other than those mentioned in 17 06 01 and 17 06 03

17 06 05*

construction materials containing asbestos

17 08

gypsum-based construction material

17 08 01*

gypsum-based construction materials contaminated with hazardous substances

17 08 02

gypsum-based construction materials other than those mentioned in 17 08 01

17 09

other construction and demolition wastes

17 09 01*

construction and demolition wastes containing mercury

17 09 02*

construction and demolition wastes containing PCB (for example PCB-containing sealants,
PCB-containing resin-based floorings, PCB-containing sealed glazing units, PCB-containing
capacitors)

17 09 03*

other construction and demolition wastes (including mixed wastes) containing hazardous
substances

17 09 04

mixed construction and demolition wastes other than those mentioned in 17 09 01, 17 09
02 and 17 09 03
MUNICIPAL WASTES (HOUSEHOLD WASTE AND SIMILAR COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL AND
INSTITUTIONAL WASTES) INCLUDING SEPARATELY COLLECTED FRACTIONS

20
20 01

separately collected fractions (except 15 01)

20 01 01

paper and cardboard

20 01 02

glass

20 01 08

biodegradable kitchen and canteen waste

20 01 11

textiles

20 01 13*

solvents

20 01 14*

acids

20 01 19*

pesticides

20 01 21*

fluorescent tubes and other mercury-containing waste

20 01 23*

discarded equipment containing chlorofluorocarbons

20 01 27*

paint, inks, adhesives and resins containing hazardous substances

20 01 28

paint, inks, adhesives and resins other than those mentioned in 20 01 27

20 01 35*

discarded electrical and electronic equipment other than those mentioned in 20 01 21 and
20 01 23 containing hazardous components2

20 01 36

discarded electrical and electronic equipment other than those mentioned in 20 01 21, 20
01 23 and 20 01 35

20 01 37*

wood containing hazardous substances

20 01 38

wood other than that mentioned in 20 01 37

20 01 39

plastics

20 01 40

metals

20 01 99

other fractions not otherwise specified

4.

Waste Management

4.1

Waste Handling/Storage
The aim of this Outline Waste Management Plan is to ensure that the wastes generated in the
course of the project are managed in a systematic manner in accordance with the governing waste
management legislation and the principles of the waste hierarchy i.e. prevention, minimization,
reuse, recovery and recycling.
Wastes generated must be identified and segregated according to their category as described by
the LoW (or the European Waste Code). In order to effect this, designated Waste Storage Areas
(WSA’s) will be created for the storage of segregated wastes prior to transport for disposal
/recovery at suitably licenced facilities. Suitably sized containers for each waste stream will be
provided and will be monitored during the works.
Under the Waste Management (Collection Permit) Regulations 2007 a waste collection permit is
required by a contractor to transport waste. Compliance with the Waste Management (Movement
of Hazardous Waste) Regulations, 1998 is also required for the transportation of hazardous waste.
The export of waste from Ireland is subject to the requirements of the Waste Management
(Shipment of Waste) Regulations 2007. The contractor will ensure that the transport and
movement of all wastes are carried out in compliance with these requirements
Waste may only be treated or disposed of at licenced facilities and records of all waste movements,
and associated documentation, should be recorded and maintained by the contractor.

4.2

Wastes Arising
Although the subfloor and foundations are to be removed, the works will mainly involve the
demolition of superstructures generating mixed demolition wastes. These are more difficult to
segregate than construction waste due to their bound or integrated nature, but every effort must
be made to ensure materials can be recycled/re-used as much as possible.
There will also be municipal waste generated by staff on site during the works. This will be in the
form of organic food waste, dry mixed recyclables, non recyclables and glass from the welfare
facilities. Due to the short works timeframe (20 weeks), and the staffing levels involved, the
quantities produced should be easily managed.
The welfare facilities will also include toilet facilities producing effluent but this will be disposed
through the existing public sewage connection on site.
Demolition wastes to be produced on site are as follows:
4.2.1

Soil

It is not anticipated that there will be a need for soil removal as part of the proposed works. Any
soil that is disturbed will remain on site and re-graded to existing levels where possible.

If soil must be removed off-site, it will be classified as a non-hazardous material and disposed to an
approved licensed facility in accordance with the relevant legislation.
4.2.2

Bedrock

It is not anticipated that bedrock will be excavated as part of the proposed works.
4.2.3

Bricks/Blocks/Tiles etc.

With the anticipated volumes, and the difficulty ensuring that they are suitably separated, the
opportunity to recycle/reuse these materials will be limited. It is therefore envisaged that these
materials will be removed off-site, classified as a non-hazardous material and disposed to an
approved licensed facility in accordance with the relevant legislation.
4.2.4

Timber

Timber uncontaminated from glues, paints, preservatives etc. will be segregated into the
appropriate skip and removed off site to be recycled/re-used.
4.2.5

Metal

Metal will be segregated into the appropriate skip, depending on its type i.e. steel, aluminium, tin,
copper, and removed off site to be recycled/re-used. Metal is a highly recyclable product.
4.2.6

Hard Plastic

Hard plastic will be segregated into the appropriate skip and removed off site to be recycled/reused. Hard plastic is a highly recyclable product.
4.2.7
Glass
Glass will be segregated into the appropriate skip and removed off site to be recycled/re-used.
4.2.8

Asbestos

It is understood that there are elements of asbestos in the buildings to be demolished i.e. roof
structure. Prior to any works commencing it is necessary to carry out a Pre Demolition Asbestos
Survey. This survey must be conducted by suitably qualified and competent personnel and should
consider and report on the type, location, condition and extent of possible asbestos containing
materials (ACM’s) in the buildings and surrounding property area. The report should also outline
the risks and recommendations associated with the materials present.
Full details will be included in the Detailed Waste Management Plan prior to works commencing,
and following completion of the surveys/further investigations required.
The removal of any asbestos containing materials must also be carried out by suitably qualified and
competent personnel in accordance with the appropriate legislation.
The handling of asbestos waste should be conducted as per the methodology of handling hazardous
waste below.

It is important that all parties involved liaise appropriately with the Health and Safety Authority
where required.
4.2.9

Hazardous Waste

When dealing with hazardous waste, appropriate handling, storage, transportation and disposal of
waste must be undertaken. Prior to being removed from the site, waste should undergo a
comprehensive waste assessment and classification by a suitably qualified person, in accordance
with the European Waste Catalogue (EWC) and Hazardous Waste List. It should be noted that if
non-hazardous waste becomes contaminated with hazardous waste the entire load will be
considered hazardous. It is therefore critical to ensure that the waste segregation areas are
provided and are used properly to separate out hazardous, non-hazardous and inert waste arisings.
Hazardous wastes will be identified, removed and kept separate from other construction and
demolition waste materials in order to avoid cross contamination. Specific method statements
detailing the necessary mitigation measures requires during the excavation, handling,
transportation and disposal of hazardous wastes encountered on the site will be prepared as
required.
The likely disposal/treatment options for any hazardous wastes arising available to the contractor
will depend on the nature of the hazardous material and the concentration of parameters of
concern and on the tonnage involved. There are several operators / facilities in operation within
Ireland that could potentially accept the contaminated material depending upon the results of the
Waste Acceptance Criteria testing (WAC) or assist in the export of the material abroad for special
treatment where required
Full details of the disposal routes for Hazardous Wastes will be provided in the Detailed Waste
Management Plan prior to works commencing, and following completion of the further
investigations required.
4.2.10
Non-Recyclable (Residual) Waste
Waste materials other than those outlined above must also be considered, but due to the short
works timeframe (20 weeks), and the staffing levels involved, the quantities produced should be
easily managed. This waste is normally made up of residual non-recyclable waste such as soiled
paper, cloth, cardboard or plastic as well as canteen waste to include food. Given the assorted
nature of this material, it is most important that residual waste is kept separate from the other
waste streams to avoid contamination. This material will be stored in a dedicated container.
Container size and collection frequency will be accessed with waste management contractors as
works proceed. All residual wastes will be dispatched to a suitable licenced facility for disposal.
4.2.11

Liquid Waste

Any liquid wastes generated must be contained within a bunded area to provide containment.
4.3

Treatment of Waste
While it is difficult at this stage to predict precise tonnages, the final treatment of these wastes
expected can be seen in Figure 4 below, taken from the EPA National Waste Statistics for Ireland.

A detailed estimate of the anticipated quantities of these materials will be provided in the detailed
waste management plan following appointment of the contractor and prior to demolition works
being carried out.

5.

Record Keeping
The Contractor will be required to arrange for full details of all arisings, movements and demolition
waste discards to be recorded during the works. Each consignment of C&D waste removed from
the site will be documented in the form of a Waste Movement Record form which will ensure full
traceability of the material to its final destination. Separate record forms will be completed in
respect of each waste transfer that takes place, which will document the exact amount of waste
materials removed from site, and will identify how much material went to landfill and how much
went for recycling.
All such records will be retained in a designated location and made available for auditing of the
Waste Management Plan, and should ensure that:

6.

-

A full copy of all Waste Collection Permits to be kept on file and that a check to be carried
out by a member of Donegal County Council to ensure the appointed Waste Collector is
appropriately permitted to transport the intended waste streams.

-

A full copy of all Waste Facility Permits/Certificate of Registrations/EPA Licenced Facilities to
be kept on file and that a check to be carried out by a member of Donegal County Council
to ensure the destination facility is appropriately permitted to accept the intended waste
streams.

-

Dockets (provided by the destination facility) must be kept on file to ensure compliance
with the waste movement record.

Summary
Wastes will inevitably be generated during the proposed demolition works. It is intended that all
wastes will be segregated, and stored on site in designated bays or containers in the WSA, prior to

transport by licenced hauliers to facilities for re-use/recycling where possible, with non hazardous
and hazardous waste removed off site to appropriate licensed facilities.
A competent and suitably qualified Waste Management Contractor will be appointed to ensure the
Waste Management Plan is followed, and that all staff are aware of the their roles and
responsibilities. Records will be kept of each waste stream outlining type, haulier, transport time,
destinations etc. These records will be made available to the relevant Local Authorities and the
Environmental Protection Agency should it be required.
A Detailed Waste Management Plan will be produced prior to works commencing, and following
completion of any further investigations required. This will provide the optimum planning,
management and handling of wastes generated by the project.

Regeneration & Development Team
Community Development & Planning Services
Donegal County Council
November 2021
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Letterkenny 2040

ESB Site Appraisal

ESB Masterplan Proposal
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This document presents proposals on behalf of Donegal County Council for
lands on the former ESB site and surrounds, Pearse Road, Letterkenny. This is
the result of a sketch design process conducted by The Paul Hogarth Company
and Hall Black Douglas in liaison with Council representatives.
This document introduces objectives and a mixed use proposal for the site with
significant potential to contribute to the regeneration of this area.
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ESB Masterplan Proposal

BRIEF AND KEY MASTERPLAN OBJECTIVES

Public Realm Component:

Residential Component:

Commercial Component:

Mixed use on the site delivered via a combination of residential, commercial and
public realm (including pedestrian linkages and connectivity).

Medium density development fronting Port Road supported by higher density
behind the Port Road street frontage.

The creation of public spaces and streets to create a sense of place, sense of
vibrancy and pedestrian safety and to infer public ownership/ open accessibility
to the new linkages and public realm.

Residential development concept of medium density form providing for a
‘residential street’ and high level of direct street access/own door access.

Alpha Innovation Centre at 17,000sqft and Beta Enterprise Centre of 43,000sqft
solely for the purposes of enterprise integrating the potential for quasi-public
elements of the buildings to respond to the public realm design concept.

Development of pedestrian links and public realm areas to connect onto Port
Road, Pearse Road and Justice Walsh Road so as to connect to existing links to
Main Street.
Connection of the site with the wider LK Green Connect concept and early
emerging concepts for the wider town centre masterplan.

Pearse Road

Model for residential development will involve mixed tenure housing that may
include a combination of social, affordable and right-sized homes for older
people with an emphasis on affordable.

Design concept to consider how best the buildings can be maximised as single
footprint buildings, viewed as ‘brother & sister’, potential back-to-back whilst
creating a design of streets and spaces.

Limited parking provision only as regards the enterprise buildings and public
realm for drop off/ loading/ accessible parking.

Port Road

3

ESB Masterplan Proposal

CONTEXT OF SITE WITHIN OVERALL LETTERKENNY 2040 MASTERPLAN

The concept of an innovation centre, as part of a mixed use development, will be
a welcome addition to the town centre, bringing a working population that adds
economic and social vitality, stimulating wider regeneration.
Moving away from an edge of centre to a town centre site will boost the vitality
of Letterkenny adding life, activity and connections to a vacant site. The pros of
an edge of town site for this use are almost entirely about car access, while the
pros of being in a town centre site are about proximity to a range of amenities
and allowing opportunities for social / economic interaction, and contributing
towards a great town centre.
What makes a great town centre? In a large part it is the mix and density of
uses, as well as good quality public realm and movement routes that encourage
walking, cycling, use throughout the day, evening and week. While we await the
masterplan, these will be high on the agenda for Letterkenny.
This town centre vitality can and should appeal to the younger demographic
by creating innovation centres which are not a business park or campus, but a
vibrant, dynamic creative quarter –an engaging and inspirational place to be.
There’s also a lifestyle that is suggested with such development – the opportunity
to live, work, socialise and play within an attractive town centre environment – a
buzz.
So to create that buzz, the innovation centres and the town centre share common
needs - a density of people, a mix of uses and good connectivity with surrounding
areas.

Innovation & Lifestyle

4

CONCEPT MASTERPLAN PROPOSAL

ESB Masterplan Proposal
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ESB Masterplan Proposal

CONCEPT MASTERPLAN PROPOSAL

Public Realm Component:
The concept masterplan proposes a series of public routes and spaces, with the
primary linkage provided by the LK Green Connect, between the Ramelton Road
and Pearse Road. The streetscape has been designed as a strong visual linkage
through the site, with the Alpha Building as the visual focal point and the central
public space as the hub formed by the surrounding built form of the Residential
Component (Mixed Tenure Housing) and Commercial Components (Alpha, Beta
and Cafe Pod).
An additional linkage has been proposed across the North Elevation of the Beta
building, linking the Justice Walsh Road to the central public space ensuring the
permeability of the site and pedestrian activation at street level.

Pleached trees
defining public
space
Visual link through
the site
Mixed Tenure
Housing

Cafe Pod

Central Public Space

Link to Justice
Walsh Road
LK Green Connect
pathway in informal
landscape
Alpha & Beta

Formal landscape and
steps relating to Alpha/
Beta
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ESB Masterplan Proposal

PUBLIC REALM & LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

Opportunity through topography

LK Green Connect

Shared Spaces

Pedestrian Priority

Transition from Port Road

Meeting Places

Bringing Nature into the Town
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ESB Masterplan Proposal

Residential Component:
The proposed residential element of the Site Specific Concept Masterplan is
accessed from Port Road, which is one way trafficked from east to west. The 2
and 3 storey blocks sit comfortably within and stepping alongside the traditional
street scape. The blocks are set back to respect the neighbouring historic single
storey dwelling, creating a deep foot path to the retail element envisaged to the
ground floor, with apartments located over. The two blocks on the Port Road
are separated to create a new ‘pedestrianised street’ access which frames the
new public spaces and the proposed Alpha and Beta buildings. An archway of
pleached trees leads to a new residential streetscape formed by a mixture of 2
and 3 storey, apartments and own door housing with private amenity space to the
interface with the public spaces, rear private gardens and first floor terraces. The
apartments would be served by shared landscape amenity spaces set back from
the public space formed between it and the proposed Alpha and Beta buildings.

Retail element at
ground floor

2 & 3 storey blocks

New streetscape formed
by residential units

Own Door Housing with
first floor private amenity

The proposed residential component to the Concept Masterplan would allow
for town centre living, providing a 24/7 presence to the new spaces, creating
activated frontages and natural surveillance of the public realm. The housing
is also accessible via the Pearse Road. This access includes a proposed
continuation of the LK Green Connect, cycle and pedestrian greenway and also
a shared surface access for vehicle access. The scheme on advice from DCC
has been masterplanned without provision for on site parking for the housing or
office uses.
Proposed Housing Mix for illustration purposes: 22 Units
(Mix to be advised by DCC)
9 x 1 Bed 2p Apart 45sqm
6 x 2 Bed 2p Apart 63sqm
2 x 3 Bed 4p Apart 76sqm
2 x 4 Bed 7p House 110sqm: 2 Storey
3 x 3 Bed 6p House 110sqm: 3 Storey
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ESB Masterplan Proposal

HOUSING MODEL EXAMPLES (Older peoples homes/ social/ affordable)

Goldsmith Street, Clanmil and Malin View visualise the concept proposal for the Letterkenny
Housing Scheme.

By forming a sense of community, creating pedestrianisation and reintroducing nature into the
site, the aim is to create an inviting living environment.

Similar to the exemplar schemes shown, the proposal for Letterkenny Regeneration Strategy
and Masterplan will provide residents with:
- Own door entrances

- Private garden
frontage
ga

- Landscape and public space

- A new residential streetscape

- Contemporary terrace aesthetic

9

ESB Masterplan Proposal

HOUSING MODEL EXAMPLES (Older peoples homes/ social/ affordable)

Broagh Village, Common Co-Living and The Gables are 3 exemplar projects which visualise the

use of pale brick and white or rough render on existing housing schemes.

This starts to create an architectural language suitable for the housing proposed.
Similar to the exemplar schemes shown, the proposal for Letterkenny Regeneration Strategy
and Masterplan will provide residents with:
- Own door entrances

- Private garden frontage

- Landscape and public space

- A new residential streetscape

- Contemporary terrace aesthetic

Common Co-Living / Bittoni Architects
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ESB Masterplan Proposal

Commercial Component:
The commercial component has been located with it’s primary access off Pearse
Road. The Alpha building design concept forms a focal point located alongside
the side the LK Green Connect linkage through the site. This provides access to
the commercial component and activates the public realm outside of the core
daytime week day usage.
The Beta Building sits to the west of the site, forming a courtyard with the Alpha
Building and sets its sculpted mass against the side elevation of the larger scale
Health Centre. Due to the sloping topography of the site the design concept for
the proposed Beta Building has a two storey level change from its North to South
Elevations, with the lower south block responding to the existing single storey
dwelling facing onto the Pearse Road.
Alpha and Beta Buildings foot print defines the new public space to the North of
their site and affords access to it. Providing day time activation through the use
of employees and visitors. A secondary entrance opportunity is at the lower end
of the site approached from the Pearse Road via a series of landscaped stepped
terraces, arriving to an area of public realm/shared access for pedestrians and
drop off at the lower courtyard level.
Meeting, cafe and breakout spaces may be located adjacent to the public realm
to increase street level integration of the proposed commercial development.
The concept massing and form of the building has been arranged to maximise
the views of the surrounding countryside from within the blocks and from roof
top terraces.

Central Public Space

Alpha building
Beta building

Buildings create
appropriate massing
alongside medical
centre

Formal landscape and
steps relating to Alpha/
Beta
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ESB Masterplan Proposal

MODEL VIEWS

Beta building
43,000 sqft

Alpha building
17,00sqft

Central plateau
Defined by new
buildings

Access to Alpha and
Beta buildings

Cafe pavilion

Own door
housing
with first floor
private amenity
between and
private amenity
to rear

New streetscape
formed by
apartments
and own door
housing

Potential retail
to ground floor

Apartments
2/3 storey

Alpha and Beta buildings
create appropriate
massing alongside the
medical centre

Formal landscape and steps
relating to Alpha/Beta

Shared surface
Approx 1:10

LK Green Connect
Pathway in informal
landscape to provide
accessible route
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ESB Masterplan Proposal

MODEL VIEWS

View from Port Road

View from Pearse Road
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Appendix D –First Phase Site Layout Plan

